OnkoVR: Interacting with cancer simulation
in virtual reality
Context
The Onko3D team is currently developing an agent-based model (ABM), which simulates the growth of the
cancer cells in specific environmental conditions. Called MultiCellular Tumor Spheroids (MCTS), this cell
cluster represents the early stage development of cancer tumors. Our current work shows that the
simulation precisely reproduces biological data produced by cancer biologists. The model is now used to
optimize therapeutic strategies: this optimization can determine what drug, how much drug and when to
administer the drug with given constraints. This work is made in collaboration with the cancer biology team
IP3D, ITAV – CNRS USR3505. Figure 1 provides an example of simulation.
In another collaboration with immunologists from INSERM Purpan, we are using an equivalent to study the
interaction between the immune system and cancer cells. Cancer cells can disable surrounding
lymphocytes (cells from the immune system) during their lytic activity. Figure 2 illustrates these simulations.

Project
Now that the simulations have been proven working and realistic enough, we want to improve their
usability by porting them to virtual reality. In collaboration with Pr. Sebastian von Mammen, expert in
interaction with simulation and virtual reality at Wursburg University (Germany), we propose to
develop an experimental set up in which biologists would be virtual immersed in a culture well. The
biologist will be able to access information about the cell and the simulation within the VR setup in an
easier way than on-screen 3D display, harder to control with standard computer inputs.
The student will have to port existing C++ simulation with already existing OpenGL visualisation (see
figures) to SteamVR compliant program and displayed on a HTC Vive. The candidate will have to
develop new controllers to explore the simulation, new data visualisation within the virtual world such
as virtual boards, virtual plotting devices, etc.
The student will be part of an exchange program between University of Toulouse and Wursburg
University and will travel between both institutions to acquire all necessary knowledge necessary to
the project (VR and interaction in Wursburg and cancer simulation in Toulouse).

Student background
The candidate needs to have good knowledge of computer graphics and good skills in C++
development. Basics in simulation and human computer interfaces would be appreciable. English
talking and writing skills are mandatory.

Supervisors:
The candidate will be supervised by Sylvain Cussat-Blanc (Assistant Professor, UT1C - ITAV – Onko3D team)
and Sebastian von Mammen (Professor, Wursburg University). She/he will be hosted at ITAV (Institut des
Techniques Avancées des Sciences du Vivant) and at Wursburg University. The travel expenses will be
covered by the research teams.
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Figure 1: Example of a simulation of the MCTS growth

Figure 2: Example of simulation of the interaction between the immune system and cancer cells

